New utility vehicle players make a move
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POLARIS PROFESSIONAL SERIES

“There are not a whole lot of barriers to entry in this market,” said Erik Memmo, dealer development manager for Polaris who also worked for E-Z-GO Textron for five years. We have made products for recreational use that have doubled as vehicles on golf courses and we are now going to apply those directly in the golf market.”

Polaris has set up a separate division, Polaris Professional Series, dedicated to the expansion effort and is in the process of forming an entirely different dealer network to handle the products.

“We have our own sales force and marketing department and we are in the process of building a dealer network to make sure that we are delivering the right product,” said Memmo. “We currently have 100 dealers and we aim to have 350 in place by the end of the year.”

Polaris has unveiled a complete line of products that include both two- and four-wheel drive UTVs, the ATP Pro four-by-four and the Light Utility Hauler (LUH) six-by-six. The UTVs feature 24- and 30- hp liquid-cooled engines, four-wheel hydraulic disc brakes, front independent suspension, three person seating capacity, and a payload of 1,500 pounds. The four-by-four model can go through water 27 inches deep. The ATV line features liquid-cooled 499 cc engines, and the four-by-four model comes with front and back racks, and the LUH has a rear cargo flatbed with a payload capacity of 800 pounds. All models are available with turf tires. Prices range from $8,500 for the ATV models to $9,900 for the UTVs.

The bottom line for both vehicles, said Memmo, was that Polaris has used high performance components from its existing vehicle line and “pushed them down to meet the requirements of the golf industry.”

IN A BIG COUNTRY

Cub Cadet is also gunning for the top competitors with its Big Country utility vehicle.

“We are definitely challenging them,” said Craig Kemmerling, national accounts manager for commercial business for MTD products. “The utility vehicle market is a fast growing market that we want to participate in. We have added an industry-first full independent suspension and a 20- hp Honda engine.

“The independent suspension ensures that all four points stay on the ground at all times,” he continued. “This makes the unit safer, more stable, and it allowed us organizing racks are numerous. "Crews can go out to the job site with backpack blowers, line trimmers and hedge trimmers thrown in the back and still have room to pick up debris and throw it in the back," he said. "They also don't have to take all the equipment out just to get to one thing, to increase the payload capacity to 1,400 pounds.

Kemmerling also said Cub Cadet made it a point to include more standard features such as manual dump bed, a class-one hitch, the golf and turf market. We don't build a derivative of an ATV or a golf car or an agricultural machine.”

At the same time, Toro and other manufacturers including Club Car and E-Z-GO are looking to expand into the consumer side of the business where they see growth — and also competition from Polaris and Cub Cadet.

“I look at Polaris and Cub Cadet and see good companies, but they don't have the relationships with golf courses and it is questionable that they understand the needs of the superintendent,” said Mike Packer, vice president of utility vehicles for Club Car. “In the consumer markets like hunting and recreation, they will be a force to contend with.”

Both Polaris and Cub Cadet remain undaunted, however. Cub Cadet is planning to introduce another utility vehicle this fall and Polaris’ Memmo wouldn't rule out further expansion into the golf course industry.

“We are going to look at any opportunity out there that might grow our division,” said Memmo. “We want to make our name as synonymous with work as it is with recreation.”
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Make presentations more effective with Photoshop

By KEVIN J. ROSS, CGCS

Even the best superintendents can have a hard time expressing ideas to their board of directors and greens committees. While we may think our point is clear, there is a good possibility that those on the other side of the table may be envisioning something totally different.

To increase the effectiveness of presentation, it is helpful to use picture-editing software, such as Photoshop, to manipulate a photo to illustrate an idea. The full version of Photoshop is an extremely powerful and complex software program that is not truly needed by the non-professional. Photoshop LE (limited edition) is a popular version that is included in most scanner software bundles, and also can be purchased through computer stores and catalogs.

One of the most useful Photoshop tools offers the option to delete and add certain features in a photo. By using this option, golf course presentations can be enhanced tremendously. For example, if an architect is proposing the removal of a tree from an area on the golf course, you can easily show the before and after (see example above). Since removing a tree is a highly debated subject among the greens committee and/or board of directors, this can allow for a more educated decision before embarking on any changes/renovations to the golf course.

Many other golf course features can also be added to or deleted from photos to aid presentations and decision-making. Besides trees, some other popular features could be bunkers, cart paths and mounding, just to name a few.

The powerful ability to view before and after photos for presentations can be a great help in so productivity is greatly increased.”

Sargent also added that having everything secured to the rack system reduces equipment damage and improves worker safety.

Since the introduction of the new bed rail line and exhibiting at the Golf Course Superintendents of America Show in Orlando, Green Touch has experienced strong growth.

“We have gone from never setting up entire courses, to doing six in the last three months,” he said. “It is a big market opportunity and we are making a push to make sure that we provide the organization solution. We see nothing but room for growth.”

Two Strokes Ahead of the Competition

SyncroFlo

EAGLE

PUMP STATIONS

“Two hazards we avoid at the Atlanta Athletic Club are motor pump failure and lightning damage”

Todd Daniel - GCS, Atlanta Athletic Club - Highlands Course

Host Site of the 2001 PGA Championship

1. General Electric VFD Smart Drive Technology
   prevents motor failure burnout with soft switching and elimination of power supply spikes and low voltage conditions.

2. Line-Side Contactor Lightning Protection
   disengages driver circuitry from network when not actually in operation greatly reducing risk of lightning strike damage.

Just two reasons why SyncroFlo Pumping Systems are better engineered for higher reliability!